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use the keyboard component to create a
password. your objective is to guess the
magic ball's prediction. you will not be able
to guess the magic ball's prediction unless
you have selected that as the password
value. drink your medicine! can you pass the
test? choose the correct time to eat, and
watch what happens! the more accurately
you estimate how much time remains, the
better your chances are of avoiding a
penalty. you must guess within the accuracy
limit, which varies according to time
remaining. the penalty for guessing
incorrectly increases as the time becomes
shorter. ready, aim, jump! it's a simple game
of darts, but there is something special
about this game in progress app. you'll see a
dart on the board that moves around the
board in a random fashion. all you have to
do is aim at the dart and release the button
as fast as you can to score points. not only
are there different coloured columns and
banners to mark, the game loads a different
dart graphic every 5 seconds, making it
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more and more difficult. save the princess!
you are the young hero of a story book who
happens to be captured by a monster. your
goal is to find the princess and bring her
home safely. in your search for the princess
you'll encounter an entire town full of unique
and challenging challenges. the whole story
is saved in the form of pictures that your
character can see on the computer screen.
the number of pages is also saved and can
be set to display an over view of your whole
adventure. that's just one part of the story.
tap through the app's screens to view
different elements of the story at your
leisure and see what happens in an
interesting manner. note: you need to use a
computer to run this app.
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